Czech Republic residents final comments to Nicotine Users Survey 2020
Do you have any additional remarks?
11 comments from Czech republic residents:
- Eu cu Vape-ul m-am lasat un an de zile de fumat nu am fumat nimic un an de zile nici vape am lasat tot
un an de zile dar dintr-o mica depresie m-am reapucat acuma iara am vape si sunt aproape sa ma las :))
- Luckily, we from east Europe are able to speak more languages as just domestic mother one, which is
not included-Czech or Slovak. I think, will be for your survey very beneficial, to list all EU languages, to
take part at this questionary.
- no
- Why making vaping less accessible than cigarets that are more harmful. I dont get it.
- European Parliament should deal with more important matters.
- i hope vaping products remain obtainable at reasonable prices. I mix my own with supplies bought from
vape shops either online or in brick and mortar shops.
- I find TPD regulations, especially vape related, such as limitation to 10ml and 20mg/ml very arbitrary and
counterproductive to the goal of harm reduction in adults. I went from smoking more than a pack a day to
now using roughly 10-15 mls of 1.5-2mg/ml e-liquid, and this was only possible for me due to relatively
high nicotine liquids (24mg+) available back in the day, allowing me to almost completely wean off
traditional cigarettes is less than half a year. In my humble opinion, focus should be on managing
egregious practices such as adding ammonia to tobacco, that traditional cigarette manufactures use, and
encouraging current smokers to transition to alternatives such as vapes/pouches, rather than culling
technologies/products that help reduce cigarette use.
- Stop the abuse of law abiding vaperd that seek to protect their lives! We cannot stop smoking, drugs like
bupropion or regular NRT do nothing for us. Many of us were and probably will be forced to go black
market in case EU implements taxes on vaoing products or further regulate them. Give us the freedom
2015 had!
- No
- Prodávat nikotinové boostry v 10ml je ekologický zločin.
- Stop smoking - start Vaping

